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Publishable Executive Summary 
 

The main objective of Work Package 3 is “To secure the further integration and expansion of 

INTERACT across the boundary of the EU” and a specific goal is to “Increase further the 

integration in INTERACT of the non-EU partners”.  This specific goal was intended to exchange 

information with and further integrate the INTERACT infrastructures outside the EU and to publish 

information about the non-EU infrastructures.  

 

Since the inauguration of INTERACT, 14 Observer Stations have joined INTERACT and more 

applications are pending which has widened the scope of the task and Deliverable because it 

became essential to adequately include details of both non-EU partner infrastructures and new 

Observer Stations. This has been achieved in five different ways: 1) Invitation to join INTERACT 

meetings 2) Presentation of the infrastructures on the INTERACT web site 3) Newsflash on the 

INTERACT website when accepted as new Observer Station and 4) The presentation of detailed 

information on the Infrastructures in the INTERACT Station Catalogue 5) Inclusion in the Best 

Practise Report for Station Management and Administration (D2.6). 

 

This Deliverable has been achieved to a greater extent than foreseen at the outset of the project and 

non-EU Partners as well as Observer Stations are fully integrated within INTERACT.  
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1. Word Models Published 
 

1.1. Background 

 

The main objective of Work Package 3 is “To secure the further integration and expansion of 

INTERACT across the boundary of the EU” and a specific goal is to “Increase further the 

integration in INTERACT of the non-EU partners”.  This specific goal is represented by Task T3.1 

which was intended to exchange information with and further integrate the INTERACT 

infrastructures outside the EU.  This task implied the Deliverable 3.4 which was intended to publish 

information about the non-EU infrastructures. The Task and Deliverable were mainly the 

responsibility of the Coordinator and partner KVA (partner 1).  

 

1.2. Activity 

 

When the relevant deliverable and task were designed, the focus was on infrastructures in Canada 

and the US. However, since the inauguration of INTERACT, 14 Observer Stations have joined 

INTERACT and more applications are pending. This has widened the scope of the task and 

Deliverable because it became essential to adequately include details of both non-EU partner 

infrastructures and new Observer Stations. This has been achieved as follows: 
1. Representatives of non- EU-Infrastructures and Observer Stations have been invited to attend all 

INTERACT meetings and present their infrastructure, and thereby to become fully integrated. 

2. Details of all these infrastructures – “Word Models” have been included on the INTERACT web site 

(www.eu-interact.org) and on the INTERACT and Arctic Portal location maps (being developed). 

3. When each new Observer Station is accepted as an INTERACT Member, a news item is posted on 

the INTERACT web site giving details of the infrastructure and its activities. 

4. Details of the Infrastructures have also been published along-side INTERACT EU Infrastructures in 

a volume entitled “INTERACT Station Catalogue” complied by partners NERI (partner 2) and AWI 

(partner 23) with some external funding. The volume is available as hard copy and has been 

distributed widely, for example to the Chair of the Arctic Council, and is also available as a down-

loadable pdf from the INTERACT web site (http://www.eu-interact.org/station-managers-

forum/report-deliverables/station-catalogue/). The Station Catalogue is arranged by infrastructure 

and for each, a description is given of the infrastructure, its location, environment, activities, contact 

details and practical arrangements necessary to visit the station. The Catalogue is generously 

illustrated and designed to appeal to a wide target audience. 

5. Details of best practises operated by some Observer Stations have been included in the Best Practise 

Report for Station Management and Administration (D2.6). 

Examples of a) a news item (Figure 1), b) an entry on the web site (Figure 2) and c) pages in the 

Station Managers Forum are presented below (Figures 3 and 4).  
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Figure 1. An example from the INTERACT web site of news posting for a new observer station. The most recent is the FMARS station 

situated on Devon Island, Canada. 
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Figure 2. An example of the presentation of the infrastructures in an interactive map on the INTERACT web site 
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Figure 3. An example of general information presented from one research station in the INTERACT Station Catalogue.  
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Figure 4. An example of specific information that is presented from one research station in the INTERACT Station Catalogue. 
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1.3. Conclusions 

 

The Deliverable’s intentions have been fulfilled to a greater extent than foreseen at the outset and 

non-EU Partners as well as Observer Stations are fully integrated within INTERACT. Although it 

was intended originally to extend the series of SCANNET Newsletters, the vastly increased 

communication activities within INTERACT have superseded this idea. In particular, the Station 

Catalogue with its word models is proving to communicate far more efficiently than the 

Newsletters. 

 

 


